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Abstract A key property of Linked Data is the representation and publica-
tion of data as interconnected labelled graphs where different resources linked
to each other form a network of meaningful information. Searching these im-
portant relationships between resources – within single or distributed graphs –
can be reduced to a pathfinding or navigation problem, i.e., looking for chains
of intermediate nodes. SPARQL1.1, the current standard query language for
RDF-based Linked Data defines a construct – called Property Paths (PPs) –
to navigate between entities within a single graph. Since Linked Data tech-
nologies are naturally aimed at decentralised scenarios, there are many cases
where centralising this data is not feasible or even not possible for querying
purposes. To address these problems, we propose a SPARQL PP-based graph
processing approach – dubbed DpcLD – where users can execute SPARQL
PP queries and find paths distributed across multiple, connected graphs ex-
posed as SPARQL endpoints. To execute the distributed path queries we im-
plemented an index-free, cache-based query engine that communicates with
a shared algorithm running on each remote endpoint, and computes the dis-
tributed paths. In this paper, we highlight the way in which this approach
exploits and aggregates partial paths, within a distributed environment, to
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produce complete results. We perform extensive experiments to demonstrate
the performance of our approach on two datasets: One representing 10 million
triples from the DBPedia SPARQL benchmark, and another full benchmark
dataset corresponding to 124 million triples. We also perform a scalability test
of our approach using real-world genomics datasets distributed across multi-
ple endpoints. We compare our distributed approach with other distributed
and centralized pathfinding approaches, showing that it outperforms other dis-
tributed approaches by orders of magnitude, and provides a good trade-off for
cases when the data cannot be centralised.

Keywords Distributed Graphs · Reachability · Federated Paths · Graph
Traversal · Path Caching · Path Query · RDF · SPARQL 1.1 Property Path.

1 Introduction

In the past decade, graphs have become the defacto data model in some of
the popular application domains such as bioinformatics, social, and road net-
works. One of the most used variants of the graph model is the labeled graph
where vertices and edges are given names. In the context of Semantic Web
technologies, this graph representation is called Linked Data, expressed us-
ing RDF (Resource Description Format), where entities are given their names
with Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) which uniquely identify each entity.
A plethora of such information, corresponding to various domains1, exists over
the Web and is exposed as RDF knowledge bases. Some of the prominent ex-
amples of such knowledge bases or datasets are YAGO 2, DBPedia 3 and
Bio2RDF 4.

This large collection of interlinked and distributed data over the web has
created new challenges in the context of data management, data integration
and knowledge discovery. One of the key challenges is querying and analysing
relevant information from such large-scale knowledge bases. For instance, in
the context of graph analysis, navigational queries are at the basis of core tasks
and processes. Several approaches have been proposed to perform path queries,
with some supporting declarative queries, while others are based on imperative
constructs. Moreover, some approaches work in a distributed manner while
others in a central way. For instance, SPARQL1.1 5, which is a declarative
query language, introduced a feature called Property Paths (PPs). Using PPs,
a user can check the existence of paths between two entities within a single
graph. However, this variant is not very expressive, does not capture some of
the important properties of path finding problems (e.g., path enumeration, K
paths), and has performance issues [3] when dealing with large-scale data. To

1 LOD Cloud: https://lod-cloud.net/
2 https://yago-knowledge.org/
3 https://www.dbpedia.org/
4 https://bio2rdf.org/
5 https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/
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address these limitations, there has been an extensive amount of work done
either for SPARQL path query extensions [33,2,35,61,21] or to efficiently find
the paths using compressed data models [61,21].

Many state-of-the-art RDF-based path finding approaches [25,61,33,2,35,
61,21] work on single graph where complete RDF data is loaded into a single
machine. However, due to autonomous and distributed, and linked nature of
the RDF data, such approaches cannot exploit the full potential of the Linked
Data. For example, the Bio2RDF data portal6 provides a catalog of a total of
35 RDF datasets from health care domain. These datasets are interlinked and
heterogeneous in nature. Practitioners often need to find the paths between
different entities that can lead to various datasets [41]. In such cases, the single
graph-based path finding approaches cannot be applied. Such challenges have
justified the need for novel approaches for path queries to work in a distributed
environment.

There have been some work done for distributed path queries. For example,
ecosystems such as Hadoop [65] or Pregel [40] have become defacto standards
for such tasks and are capable of navigating the path queries in a distributed
manner. However, these systems are developed for customised data distribu-
tion within a controlled environment, and hence in the context of Linked Data
such systems are not considered purely heterogeneous.

Most of systems (e.g., [22]) that are built on top of Hadoop ecosystems sys-
tems are categorised as homogeneous distributed systems. That is, they work
in such environment where every distributed system or database must have the
same software and configurations. Furthermore, the partition and distribution
of data must follow certain procedures or constraints. Such systems are not fea-
sible in many application where the partitioning strategy is not controlled by
the distributed RDF system itself. There may be some administrative require-
ments that influence the data partitioning. For example, in some applications,
the RDF knowledge bases are partitioned according to topics (i.e., different
domains) or are partitioned according to different data contributors. On the
other side, Pregel’s vertex-centric computing model has been widely adopted
in most of the recent distributed graph computing systems [19,59,74,73,44]
because of being fault tolerant and also efficient as compared to Hadoop-based
approaches. However, Pregel also suffered the aforementioned challenges that
is the controlled environment.

Although partial evaluation is a well studied concept [6,9,10], in the con-
text of SPARQL queries and Linked data, it has only recently been used [71,
36]. One of the most well-know challenge with partial evaluation is the large
number of intermediate results. Moreover, complex queries suffer performance
bottleneck [41] when evaluating on large-scale distributed RDF graphs. In the
context of distributed paths, to assemble these partial paths into complete
paths is also a challenge. There are some other approaches [41,72,24] exist
which are capable of computing distributed paths over RDF data. However,
some of these approaches (e.g., [41]) require a pre-computed up-to-date index.

6 Bio2RDF data portal: https://download.bio2rdf.org/files/release/3/release.html
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Hence, path completeness is only assured if the index is up-to-date according
to the current status of the underlying distributed RDF datasets. Further-
more, some of these approaches, e.g., [24], are unable to perform lookups for
non-dereferenceable URIs [68]. Hence, they may retrieve empty or incomplete
results. Note that our previous work [69] shows that around 43% of the URIs of
more than 660K RDF datasets from LODStats [16] and LODLaundromat [5]
are non-dereferenceable.

In this paper, we address these challenges and limitations, exist in state-
of-the-art approaches. Our contributions are as follows:

i) We propose an efficient path finding approach – using partial evaluations [29] –
in distributed environments. Our solution allows users to find K number
of paths globally.

ii) We proposed an efficient way to assemble partial paths to get the final K
numbers of complete paths.

iii) Our approach is easy to adopt, and unlike the Hadoop or Pregel ecosystems,
it does not require complex configuration and data management.

iv) Our approach is index-free, efficient and does not require dereferenceable
URIs. Therefore, it is agnostic of the changes in the underlying distributed
datasets.

v) We proposed a cache assisted technique that leads to significant perfor-
mance improvement by avoiding duplicate requests and filtering irrelevant
data sets for the given path query.

vi) We performed extensive experiments with synthetic and real-world data.
We compare our approach with local and remote systems that support
querying K paths. We measure the impact of complex queries in terms of
performance (i.e, query execution time) and memory consumption.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 revies the related work.
In Section 3 we present the preliminary definition to understand the related
terms. In Section 4, we then explain the architecture of the system and our
approach with a running example to make the core components easy to under-
stand. We provide an extensive evaluation both for synthetic and real-world
data, and also provide comparisons with state-of-the-art approaches (i.e., dis-
tributed and centralized). Finally, we present our conclusion and future work.

2 Related Work

In recent years, with the increasing availability of large graph datasets, execut-
ing complex queries or traversing large scale graphs has shown to be impracti-
cal. This is particularly true when a single system is used with limited memory,
creating a bottleneck in the processing of large volumes of data. Therefore, to
process such data, there is a need to distribute it and execute queries in a
distributed manner with a high degree of parallelism. In contrast with the
centralised systems, distributed architectures are characterized as higher pro-
cessing capacity systems with large aggregated memory size. There are several
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distributed architectures and approaches, of which we discuss the relevant ones
to our work.

2.1 Hadoop-based approaches

To process big data, hadoop and its ecosystem have become the de-facto stan-
dard both in academia and industry. In the context of RDF graphs, there have
been numerous works (e.g., [27,32,47,48]) done on RDF data management us-
ing this platform. Surveys such as [30,75] talk about such approaches in details.
Many of them, for example [51,4] in path querying, follow the MapReduce
paradigm and use HDFS [54,27] as their underlying data structure to store
RDF triples. In the MapReduce paradigm, when a query is issued against such
systems, HDFS files are explored and scanned to find adjacent nodes, which
are then concatenated using the MapReduce join implementation (for more
details see [39]). Approaches which follow the MapReduce paradigm differ
mostly with respect to how the RDF data is stored and accessed from HDFS
files, and how many MapReduce jobs are used.

The MapReduce programming model The MapReduce programming model
was introduced by Google [13]. This model is scalable, and fault-tolerant and
new nodes can easily be added to the cluster. Furthermore, the data distribu-
tion and parallel processing of the jobs is handled automatically. Developers
do not need to take care of all these steps, therefore, they do not face the clas-
sical problems of data distribution (e.g., synchronization, network protocol,
and etc.) The advantages and benefits of this programming model has led to
a large number of applications built using it.

However, for most of the users this programming model is too low level:
It does not provide a declarative syntax to execute the tasks, and therefore,
even a simple computation has to be configured, and programmed, as Map
and Reduce steps. To overcome these limitations, there have been a number
of works done [45,43,28,62] to provide declarative query mechanisms on top
of the MapReduce process.

In the context of path queries, Martin et al [51] proposed an approach
named RDFPath; a path query processing method on large RDF graphs with
MapReduce. Their approach is inspired by XPath [8] and designed according
to the MapReduce model. A query in RDFPath is composed of a sequence of
location steps where the output of the ith location step is used as input of the
(i+1)th location step [51]. Conceptually, more edges and nodes are added by
each location step to the intermediate path and this path can be restricted by
applying filters. However, in this approach, the distance between two nodes and
shortest paths are only partially supported. Further, RDFPath only supports
paths of a fixed maximum length.
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2.2 NoSQL-based approaches

Beside the hadoop ecosystem, there has also been work done related to RDF
graph query processing in HBASE 7. HBASE is a NoSQL distributed data
store. The work in [32] provides a criterion to store and query RDF triples in
HBASE. It is based on some permutations of subjects, predicates and objects
which build indices that are then stored in HBase. Trinity [64] is an other
example of NoSQL-based systems. Trinity is built on a distributed memory-
cloud, and model RDF data in its native format (i.e., entities as node and
relationships as edges). It allows SPARQL queries to be executed in an op-
timized way, and also support graph analytics (e.g., reachability) on RDF
data. Survey papers [60,11] highlight some prominent NoSQL databases, their
characteristics and usage for storing and querying RDF data.

Trinity [77] is also claimed to support random walks, regular expression and
reachability queries. Distributed NoSQL graph databases such as Neo4J [67]
and Stardog [66] are optimized for graph navigation features or path querying.

2.3 Partition-based approaches

The partition-based approaches [50,49,18,22,46,38,26,37] partition a large
RDF graph into several fragments and distribute those fragments at different
sites. Each remote site hosts its own centralized RDF storage and querying
mechanism. To answer a posed query, it is first decomposed into multiple
subqueries which are distributed across the sites. Each site answers the received
query locally, and results from different sites are then aggregated.

In [38], an RDF graph is partitioned into n fragments, and each fragment is
extended by including the N hop neighbors of boundary vertices. Their parti-
tioning strategy restricts query processing in such a way that each decomposed
subquery cannot be larger than N .

Partout [18] is an engine to query graph data which uses its own partitioned
strategy. It extends the concepts of minterm predicates and uses the results of
those predicates as its fragment units.

Lee et. al [26,37] in their approaches proposed a “vertex block” concept
where they define a partition unit as a vertex and its neighbors. They adopted
a set of heuristic rules for distribution of those vertex blocks. A query is trans-
formed into blocks and these blocks can be executed among all sites in parallel
and without any communication.

TriAD [22] adopted METIS [31], a multilevel graph partitioning technique
to divide the RDF graph into many partitions. Each partition is considered as
a unit and distributed among different sites. At each site, TriAD maintains six
large, in-memory vectors of triples, which correspond to all subject-predicate-
object permutations of triples. It also constructs a summary graph to maintain
the partitioning information.

7 http://hbase.apache. org
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2.4 Federated SPARQL query systems

SPARQL queries when run over multiple distributed heterogeneous SPARQL
endpoints are considered federated queries. In the context of Linked Data,
different repositories may be interconnected, and therefore provide a virtual
integration of multiple data sources. A common technique in query federation
is the precomputation of metadata for each SPARQL endpoint. Based on the
metatdata, the original query is decomposed into subqueries in a way that
each subquery is dispatched only to its relevant endpoint. On receiving answer
from each subquery, the results are aggregated or joined together to answer
the original query.

In [53], the metadata correspond to a service description that tells which
triple patterns (i.e., predicate) can be answered. SPLENDID [20] is a federated
system that uses Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets (VOID) as the metadata
schema for describing endpoints. HiBISCuS [57] relies on capabilities to com-
pute the metadata. For each source, HiBISCuS defines a set of capabilities
which map the properties to their subject and object authorities.

The systems above are categorised as index-based, i.e. they rely on the
availability of an index of metadata about the federated endpoints. In contrast
to these, FedX [63] does not require any index or preprocessed catalogue, but
it sends ASK requests to collect the metadata on the fly. Based on the results
of ASK requests, subqueries of the original query are dispatched towards the
relevant endpoints.

Saleem et al [56] provide an extensive, fine-grains evaluation of existing
query federated engines. They show the impact of different factors such as:
number of sources selected, number of ASK requests, etc. They conclude that
source selection time significantly affect the overall query performance. How-
ever, their proposal was for standard SPARQL queries not for the property
paths. In this paper, we have introduced source selection mechanisms for dis-
tributed path computation.

2.5 Vertex-centric approaches

There have been many distributed graph processing systems [34] developed to
efficiently analyse large graphs. We focus only those [19,40,76] which support
navigational features. These systems are built on top of a cluster of low-cost
commodity PCs and are deployed with a shared-nothing distributed computing
paradigm.

Google’s Pregel [40] is an example which adopts a vertex-centic comput-
ing paradigm. In-contrast with MapReduce, the Pregel-based approaches are
inspired by bulk synchronous parallel models [70] and are more fault tolerant,
scalable and efficient.

Different approaches (e.g., [44,74,73]) have adopted Pregel’s architecture
for distributed path or reachability queries. Nolé et al [44] for example proposed
an evaluation technique according to the Pregel-based vertex-centric model.
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In their approach, at each step of the computation, each vertex derives an
input query according to the symbol labeling of outgoing edges and propagate
derivative queries to its neighbours.

In [74,73], the authors proposed a distributed Pregel-based approaches
named DP2RPQ to answer provenance-aware regular path queries Regular
Path Queries (RPQs) using Glushkov automata. In their approach, at each
superstep, one hop of edges in the path of the RDF graph is matched forward
to obtain intermediate partial answers. Also they designed different optimiza-
tion strategies e.g., reduce the vertex computation cost and edge-filtering, to
improve the overall performance of computation.

2.6 Link traversal approaches

As explained previously, Hadoop, Partitions, and Vertex-centric computation
are considered to be homogeneous infrastructures. However, Linked Data by
nature is based on heterogeneous distributed systems, exposed by different
data providers using different systems, each holding data based on require-
ments external to the distributed query processing approach. Consequently,
a focus on a paradigm called Linked Traversal has emerged in this context,
which makes use of the characteristics of Linked Data. In order to execute a
given Linked Data query, for example a path query, live exploration systems
perform a recursive URI lookup process during which they incrementally dis-
cover further URIs that also qualify for lookup [68,23]. Such live explorations
provide valid results in the context of reachability queries. In contrast to Fed-
erated query approaches 2.4 where a source selection mechanism is required,
the important characteristic of live exploration is that query execution do not
require any a priori information about the distributed, remote data sources
being queried.

Although Linked Traversal approaches seem to be fully compliant with
the Linked Data principles, traversing live links may produce incomplete re-
sults. Furthermore, these approaches are not designed for high runtime per-
formance [68].

2.7 Partial evaluation

The concept of partial evaluation has been used in many applications ranging
from compiler optimization to distributed evaluation of functional program-
ming languages [29]. In recent years, partial evaluation has also been used
for evaluating queries on distributed tree-structured data such as XML, and
graphs [7,10,17,71]. Authors in [7,10] introduced the concepts of partial evalu-
ation in XPath [8] queries on distributed XML structured data. In their work,
XPath queries are serialized to a vector of subqueries. Their approach finds
partial answers for all subqueries at individual sites by using a top-down [9]
or bottom-up [6] traversal, in a topological order, over the XML tree. Fi-
nally, all partial answers received from each site are assembled together at
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the server. However, in contrast to XML tree structured data, RDF data and
query language (i.e., SPARQL) are based on graphs. It is not feasible to seri-
alize SPARQL queries and traverse the RDF graph in a topological order.

Partial evaluation on graphs has been considered in prior works [17,71].
Wang et al. in [71] proposed a method for answering regular path queries
(RPQs) on large-scale RDF graphs using partial evaluation. They partitioned
RDF data and distributed it in a cluster, and used a dynamic programming
model to evaluate in parallel the local and partial results of the RPQ on
each computing site. To assemble these partial answers they designed and
implemented an automata-based algorithm to produce complete answers.

3 Preliminaries

In this section we define the definitions and relevant background along with a
running example that we will use throughout the paper to better understand
the proposed approach.

Definition 1 RDF Graph: An RDF graph G is a directed graph (V,E) where
the set of edges E is represented by a set of RDF triples. Nodes V can be IRIs
I, blank-nodes B or literals L. An RDF Triple t := (s; p; o) is an element of
the set (I∪B) × I × (I∪L∪B).

In an RDF graph (V,E), if there exists an RDF triple (edge) between nodes
vi and vj (i.e. a triple of the form (vi, p, vj)), then vj is said to be a successor
for vi and vi is a predecessor of vj .

Definition 2 Path: A Path P (n1, nk) between two nodes n1 and nk within

a graph G = (V,E) is a sequence of nodes and relations n1
p1−→ n2

p2−→ ....,
pk−1−−−→ nk such that for each step i, there exists a property pi connecting vi
to vi+1 through an RDF triple (vi; pi; vi+1) in E. Obviously, a single triple

T := (s; p; o) can also be viewed as a one hop path s
p−→ o between s and o.

Definition 3 Partial Path: A Partial Path P ′(n1, nk) is a path P (n1, ni)
which does not include nk. In other words, it is a path starting at the source
node, but which has not reached the target node. A path P (n1, nk) is therefore
referred to in this paper as a complete path.

Definition 4 Source Datasets: A graph Gi = (Vi, Ei) ∈ D is a source dataset
in the context of a path query PQ(s, t,K) if s ∈ Vi and there is at least one
triple in Ei with s as subject.

Definition 5 Reachability: In a graph G = (V,E), if there exists at least one
path between s and t we say that s and t are reachable and we denote it by
s t. Reachability can be expressed as a boolean value i.e.,:

s t =

{
true, if Ps, t 6= ∅
false, otherwise
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Definition 6 Direct Paths: A direct path is a path where at most two datasets
are involved. For instance, D1 or D2 contributed to calculate the first three
paths shown in Figure 1.

Definition 7 Indirect Paths: An indirect path is a path involving more than
two datasets. For instance, D1, D2 and D3 contribute to calculate the 4th and
5th paths shown in Figure 1.

The coverage of a class C in an RDF dataset D, denoted by CV (C), is
defined as follows [14]:

Definition 8 (Class Coverage) Let D be a dataset. Moreover, let P (C) de-
note the set of distinct properties of class C, and I(C) denote the set of distinct
instances of the class C. Let I(p, C) count the number of entities for which
property p has its value set in the instances of C. Then, the coverage of the
class CV (C) is

CV (C) =

∑
p∈P (C)

I(p, C)

|P (C)| · |I(C)|

In general, RDF datasets comprise multiple classes with a varying number
of instances for different classes. The authors of [14] proposed a mechanism
that considers the weighted sum of the coverage CV (C) of individual classes.
For each class C, the weighted coverage is defined below.

Definition 9 (Weighted Class Coverage) The weighted coverage for a class
C denoted by WTCV (C) is calculated as:

WTCV (C) =
|P (C)|+ |I(C)|∑

C′∈D
|P (C ′)|+ |I(C ′)|

By using Definitions 8 and 9, we are now ready to compute the structured-
ness of a dataset D.

Definition 10 (Dataset Structuredness) The overall structuredness or co-
herence of a dataset D denoted by CH(D) is defined as

CH(D) =
∑
C∈D

CV (C) ·WTCV (C)

Definition 11 (Predicate Relationship Specialty) Let d be the distribu-
tion that records the number of occurrences of a relationship predicate r asso-
ciated with each resource and µ is the mean and σ is the standard deviation of
d. The specialty value of r denoted as κ(r) is defined as the Pearson’s Kurtosis
value of the distribution d.

κ(r) =
n(n+ 1)

(n− 1)(n− 2)(n− 3)
·
∑

xi∈d(xi − µ)4

σ4
− 3(n− 1)2

(n− 2)(n− 3)
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Where n is the number of available values, i.e., sample size. The relationship
specialty of a dataset is defined in the form of a weighted sum of specialty
values of all relationship predicates:

Definition 12 (Dataset Relationship Specialty) The relationship specialty
of dataset D denoted by RS(D) is calculated as follows:

RS(D) =
∑
ri∈R

|T (ri)| · κ(ri)∑
rj∈R

|T (rj)|

where |T (ri)| is the number of triples in the dataset having predicate ri, κ(ri)
is the specialty value of relationship predicate ri.
Running example

Figure 1a shows three fictional datasets distributed across the network and
their connectivity. Suppose a user poses a path query PQ (ref. Listing 1) to
find five paths (i.e., K = 5) between a source F and target in these datasets.
As shown in Figure 1a, dataset D1 contains only a single path between F
and E. However, dataset D1 is connected to other datasets (i.e., D2, D3) via
some links. To fulfil the K requirement, the distributed path finding engine
needs to exploit these links and finds partial paths from remote datasets and
rearranges them to produce the complete final paths. Figure 1b depicts the
generated paths that involve different datasets.

D1 D2

D3

BC

A

F

D

C

A

B
D

E

K G

E L

(a) Sample datasets and their connectiv-
ity.

F B

F K A B E

K A E

F BG A E

C D

F G A B EC D

F E

(b) Sample paths from the example.

Fig. 1: Running example: Datasets and K paths between node F and node E.

Listing 1: Extended property path query

PREFIX : <http :// insight -centre.org/sample/>

PREFIX ppfj: <java:org.centre.insight.property.path.>

SELECT * WHERE

{

?path ppfj:kPaths (:F :E 5) .

}
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Our defined path query PQ is denoted by PQ = (si, ti,K), where si ∈ I
is the source node, ti ∈ I is the target node, and K ∈ Z+ is the number of
paths to be retrieved. The result set of such a query PQ on a graph G is the
set [[PQ]]G of up to K paths connecting si to ti in G.

For the purpose of describing how DpcLD works, we additionally rely on
the notion of partial paths(Definition 3). DpcLD relies on computing partial
paths in individual graphs, and reconnecting them in order to form complete
paths across the overall federated graph. We denote as [[PQG the set of partial
paths P ′(si, ti) resulting from the path query PQ in the graph G.

Formally, considering a set of federated, local graphs D, the objective of
DpcLD is to compute the set of paths [[PQ]]G where G represents the union of
the graphs Gi ∈ D. To simplify, we will also refer to this result set as [[PQ]]D,
substituting the set of graphs D with its union G.

4 DpcLD

DpcLD is a path query processing engine that computes K paths between two
nodes from distributed RDF graphs while communicating with a shared algo-
rithm running on remote endpoints (triple stores). The DpcLD architecture
is summarised in Figure 2, which shows its core components, i.e., (i) Source
Selection: performs source selection and selects a relevant datasource to start
the traversal from, (ii) Federated Path Computation: once a candidate data-
source is selected, DpcLD starts path traversal, interacts with the Cache, and
dispatches the queries to remote triple stores where it is required, and finally
(iii) Paths RDFizer: breaks down (triplize) all retrieved paths (i.e., complete or
partial paths) and stores into a temporary graph where a Bidirectional-BFS
pathfinding algorithm computes the K paths.

In summary, posing a path query, the DpcLD engine delegates the requests
to the data sources. The instances of the shared algorithm 2, running on remote
endpoints, compute the paths (full or partial) against each query request and
return the answers back to engine. The DpcLD engine, on receiving these
answers, intelligently computes and generates the complete paths and finally
the results are presented to the user.

4.1 DpcLD: Algorithm

To evaluate a path query PQ over distributed datasets Gi ∈ D, the DpcLD
engine not only finds the path set [[PQ]]Gi

within each graph, but also partial
paths [[PQGi

. Before we explain the DpcLD system in details, it is important
to understand what type of cases the system has to cope with for a given path
query PQ = (s, t,K):

case 1: if s ∈ Gi ∧ t ∈ Gi, i.e. both the source and target nodes are within the
local graph Gi, and the number of local paths satisfy K, then these will be
directly pushed to the solution list and the algorithm will be terminated.
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hgnc:2638

Taxonomy:9606

gi:181346

drugbank:BE0002362

drugbank:BE0002362

drugbank:BE0002362

/

/

:CYP3A5

Uniport:P20815

gi:181346

hgnc:2638

hgnc:2638

hgnc:2638

/

/

Source selection

RDFSource 1

C
a

ch
e K paths

computation

RDFSource 2 RDFSource 3

Results

Federated path computation Paths RDFizer

Path query

Fig. 2: DpcLD’s high level architecture.

case 2: if s ∈ Gi ∧ t ∈ Gi, but the local paths do not satisfy the required
K, then the algorithm will query the other graphs in D for (complete and
partial paths).

case 3: if s ∈ Gi ∧ t 6∈ Gi, i.e. the source node is in the local graph, but not
the target node, then the algorithm will query the other graphs in D for
partial paths.

The pseudocode in Algorithm 1, shows how a path query PQ = (s, t,K) is
processed over the set of graphs D. The steps performed are described in the
following subsections.

4.1.1 Source Selection

DpcLD performs a partially index-free source selection of relevant graphs
(triple stores, see Definition 4), where only the address URI of the endpoint for
each graph is stored. The source selection of relevant data sources is performed
by selecting the dataset in which the source node s has more outgoing links. For
instance, in our running example, we assume a set of graphs D = G1, . . . , Gn,
where each graph Gi is a dataset accessible through a SPARQL endpoint.
When a user poses a path query PQ = (:F, :E,K), the DpcLD engine probes
the relevant datastore in all datasets (Lines 3-9 of Algorithm 1). Figure 1a
shows that only dataset D1 contains the source node :F. Therefore DpcLD,
in this case, considers D1 as a local graph and starts computation on this
dataset. We formalise the relevant data sources for s in Definition 4.

4.1.2 Federated Path Computation

This component computes the paths, communicates with the cache, and dis-
patches requests where required. The cache here plays a vital role in terms of
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Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of the algorithm implemented by DpcLD.
Input : A query Q = (s, t,K) over G
Output : The answer set [[Q]]G

1 D = {D1, . . . , Dn} ; /* index of data sources URIs */
2 Dl ← D1;
3 maxoeg ← 0;
4 foreach D ∈ D do
5 outgoing ←findOutGoingEdge(s, D);
6 if |outgoing| > |maxoeg | then
7 maxoeg ← outgoing;
8 Dl ← D

9 end
10 sol← ∅ ; /* solution (retrieved complete paths) */
11 q ← {Tnode(s, null, null)} ; /* initialise q as Tnode which contains triple(tp) binary

relations as transitive closure */
12 while q 6= ∅ do /* check until queue is empty */
13 tp← q.poll() /* take triple tp from current Tnode */
14 for (tpi)

n
i=1 ∈ Dl do /* iterate over all (p; o) of s for current triple tp */

15 if (tp(o)i = literal) ∨ (isV isted(tp(o)i) = true) then /* if o is literal or
current triple tpi | (s; p; o) is already visited then skip */

16 continue;
17 if (tp(o)i = t) then /* if target node found */
18 P← path(tp, tp(p; o)i) ; /* append tp(p; o) to the tp as a complete path

*/
19 sol←P ; /* solution is found */
20 if |sol| ≥ K then
21 return sol; /* if K is satisfied then terminate the algorithm

(i.e., case:1) */

22 end
23 CacheCheck(P, D); /* check the cache and perform necessary tasks */

24 else
25 P′ ← path(tp, tp(p; o)i) ; /* append tp(p; o) to the tp as a partial path

*/
26 q← q.add(tpi); /* update queue */
27 CacheCheck(p′, D); /* check the cache and perform necessary tasks */

28 end

29 end
30 tempModel← RDFizer(Cache.getPartialAndfullPaths); /* when Case:1&2 are not satisfied

and local computation is finished */
31 sol← BidirectionalBFS(s, t,K, tempModel); /* run a bidirectionalBFS algorithm on temp

Graph and computes the K paths */
32 return sol ; /* return solutions */
33 Function CacheCheck(path,D)
34 foreach dataset D ∈ D do
35 foreach (pathnode)

n
node=1 ; /* iterate over each node of a path (P or P ′)

*/
36 do
37 visited ← Cache.check(node,D) ; /* check each node of path if visited

against current dataset */
38 if visited = true then
39 continue;
40 else
41 pr ← FedRequest(node, t,D) ; /* obtain remote path through

federated request */
42 PathStatus(pr, D)

43 end

44 end

45 Function PathStatus(pathLst,D)
46 foreach path ∈ pathLst do
47 if path.startNode=s ∧ path.endNode=t then /* check if current is a full

path P */
48 P ← path;
49 Cache.put(D,BrkPath Into Nodes(P),P)

50 else
51 P′ ← path;
52 Cache.put(D,BrkPath Into Nodes(P′),(P′))
53 end

54 Function BrkPath Into Nodes(path) /* break path into indvisual nodes */
55 nodes← {∅} ;
56 foreach (pathnode)

n
node=1 ; /* iterate over each node of a path (P or P ′) */

57 do
58 nodes.Add(node); ; /* each node is added to the visited nodes list */
59 end
60 return nodes;
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performance and reducing the number of HTTP requests. The DpcLD engine
using cache avoids sending duplicate requests. We implemented the cache as
a key-value pair store, where every dataset D ∈ D is a key and has multiple
values (visited nodes, full paths P , partial paths P ′) against each key.

In our running example, the traversal starts (Line 10 of Algorithm 1) and
the queue q is initialized with an object Tnode which at the beginning contains
a triple with only a source node :F as subject. The object Tnode holds paths for
each node as a transitive closure, i.e., it contains the incoming edge, the current
vertex, and its previous vertex (predecessor). For instance, given a path query
PQ with a source node :F, the traversal starts from :F and iterates over each
of its triples/successors Ti := (current vertex|s; p; o) (Line 14). The algorithm
checks two conditions: (1) if any successor i.e., o is not a URI (i.e., a literal),
and (2) if o is already visited for :F as a predecessor (to check for cycles).
If any of these conditions is true, the particular iteration Ti will be skipped
and the algorithm continues (Lines 15-16) to the next iteration. For example,
a connected object :L to the source node (:F→L) is a literal, as depicted in
Figure 1a. Thus, it will be skipped in the iteration i = 1.

Other than the previous two conditions explained above, the algorithm
navigates along all the paths (successors) of :F (Lines 17-27) and checks the
reachability (Definition 5) between source :F and target :E node.

In our running example, at iteration i = 2, the algorithm finds a complete
path P (i.e.,:F→:E) within the local dataset D1, and the situation in this
iteration represents the case 2. The algorithm does not terminate at iteration
i = 2 but performs the following steps and updates the cache against the
dataset D1:

– stores the path P (:F→:E) in the full path set.
– gets all the nodes (i.e., :F and :E) from the current path and put them in

the visited nodes set against D1.
– in parallel checks the cache to see if these node are visited against other

datasets. If the cache does not have these nodes visited for other datasets,
it sends requests (i.e., Q (:F,:E)) to remote datasets (i.e., D2, D3, see
Line 41).

Since the current path contains only two nodes, one request PQ (:F,:E) is
dispatched to each remote datasets. It is notable that multiple requests will
be dispatched in those cases where more than two nodes exist within a path.
At current iteration i = 2, we can see that remote datasets did not return
any paths, however, we still treat :F, :E as visited nodes against each dataset
D2, D3 and store them as (visited nodes) in the cache. Table 1 shows the
cache storage when iteration i = 2 is completed. The set of visited nodes is
an important factor to minimise the number of remote requests because each
element (i.e., visited node) stored in this set against individual datasets will
not be counted for future requests, hence, reducing the network cost.

Before we explain the next steps, we can see that only one path has been
found and the solution still does not satisfy the K parameter (i.e., 5). There-
fore, the algorithm continues to next iterations. When the algorithm encoun-
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Table 1: Cache at i = 2.

Keys Values

Dataset Vist.Nodes F.Paths P.Paths

D1 [F,E] [(F→E)] []
D2 [F,E] [] []
D3 [F,E] [] []

ters the iterations i = 3 and i = 4, then it has to cope with the situation
that falls under the case 3, where only the source node :F does exist within
the dataset D1. The algorithm (Line 25) finds two incomplete paths, at i = 3
(F→K→A) and at i = 4 (F→G→A) respectively, in local datasets D1. We
denote such paths as partial paths P ′ which do not reach target :E from source
:F.

After iteration i = 3 is completed, the cache is updated and the partial
path (F→K→A) along with the visited nodes are stored against key D1. In
parallel, the algorithm constructs the path queries and delegates those to re-
mote triple stores i.e.,D2, D3. The way the queries are generated is discussed
in the following subsection.

4.1.3 Query Generation

As explained earlier, the number of generated queries directly depends on the
nodes in a path. For example, for the path (F→K→A), the possible queries
could be; (i) PQ(:F,:E), (ii) PQ(:K,:E), and (iii) PQ(:A,:E).

However any node that is already visited, against relevant datasets D ∈ D,
will not be considered in the query generation. Moreover, while constructing a
query, where source and target are the same (e.g., (:E,:E)), the algorithm will
not generate the corresponding query. These two checks improve the query
performance significantly by reducing the number of unnecessary remote re-
quests.

It is also important to note while generating the requests that each query
PQ will always have the same target:E.

For path (F→K→A) at iteration i = 3, the algorithm checks in the cache
(Line 37) which nodes already exist against relevant datasets in D. We can
see that :F, :E are there against all datasets. Therefore, the query PQ(:F,:E)
will not be generated and only two queries, i.e., PQ(:K,:E) and PQ(:A,:E), are
constructed and dispatched to datasets D2 and D3 (not D1 since :K and :A are
already visited in D1). After receiving the responses from remote datasets (i.e.,
D2 and D3), the path status (Line 42) is checked and the cache is updated,
where a partial path (A→B→E) against D2 is returned and no path against
D3. The same procedure, as for i = 3, is followed by Algorithm 1 at iteration
i = 4 where, for the path (F→G→A), only one query PQ(:G,:E) is constructed
and dispatched to D2 and D3. The queries for node :F, :K, :A are not generated
since these nodes are already visited against all datasets. For query Q(:G,:E),
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both D2 and D3 return no result. However, their visited node sets are updated
with :G in the cache. After the completion of i = 3 and i = 4 respectively, the
updated cache contains what is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Cache at i = 3 and i = 4.

Keys Values

Dataset Vist.Nodes F.Paths P.Paths

D1 [F,K,G,A,E] [(F→E)] [(F→K→A), (F→G→A)]
D2 [F,K,G,A,B,E] [] [(A→B→E)]
D3 [F,K,G,A,E] [] []

In our running example, when the iteration i = 4 is finished, the local
traversal for D1 is terminated because there is no more possible paths P or
P ′ from :F to its triples/successors Ti := (current vertex|s; p; o) within D1.

Until now, the values full path or partial path in the cache included only
direct paths, i.e., paths leading from D1 to D2 and D3. We explain the notion
of direct path in (Definition 6). However, in many cases the paths, could be
indirect paths (Definition 7), as shown in Figure 1a where D1, D2 and D3
participate to complete the 4th and 5th paths in Figure 1..

When local traversal is finished at dataset D1, however, we can get only
3 paths, (1, 2, and 3) (see Figure 1), and these are the direct paths where
D1 and D2 contributed. We still miss the desired K = 5 solutions. How the
remaining 2 paths are calculated is explained in the following paragraph.

After the iteration i = 4 when local traversal has finished, the algorithm
does not terminate but recursively starts checking the difference between sets
of visited nodes A∆B = {x : [x ∈ A and x /∈ B] or [x ∈ B and x /∈ A]}
from one dataset to every other datasets within the cache | PC |. If any non-
overlapping node – visited against one dataset but not for others – is found in
a particular dataset then it is also checked against other unexplored datasets.
For instance, in Table 2, node :B is in the visited nodes list against D2, but
not against D1 and D3. So, when node :B is checked against these remaining
datasets, i.e., D1 and D3, we get updated values in cache as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Cache update when :B is checked against D1 and D3.

Keys Values

Dataset Vist.Nodes F.Paths P.Paths

D1 [F,K,G,A,B,E] [(F→E)] [(F→K→A), (F→G→A)]
D2 [F,K,G,A,B,E] [] [(A→B→E)]
D3 [F,K,G,A,B,E,C] [] [(B→C)]
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In the previous step performed for Table 3, we can see, in dataset D3,
that node :C in the visited nodes list is not yet checked against other datasets.
When node :C is checked against datasets D1, D2, we get an updated list as
shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Cache update when :C is checked against D1 and D2

Keys Values

Dataset Vist.Nodes F.Paths P.Paths

D1 [F,K,G,A,B,E,C,D] [(F→E)] [(F→K→A), (F→G→A),(C→D)]
D2 [F,K,G,A,B,E,C] [] [(A→B→E)]
D3 [F,K,G,A,B,E,C] [] [(B→C)]

As shown in Table 4, when the cache is updated, the node :D would appear
in the difference between dataset D1 and others. When :D is checked for paths
against D2, D3, the cache is updated as shown in Table 5. When all of the
visited nodes appear for all datasets, Algorithm 1 stops checking cache and is
terminated.

Table 5: Cache update when :D is checked against D2 and D3.

Keys Values

Dataset Vist.Nodes F.Paths P.Paths

D1 [F,K,G,A,B,E,C,D] [(F→E)] [(F→K→A), (F→G→A),(C→D)]
D2 [F,K,G,A,B,E,C,D] [] [(A→B→E),(D→E)]
D3 [F,K,G,A,B,E,C,D] [] [(B→C)]

It is important to note that visited nodes in cache are only those that
contribute to complete P or partial P ′ paths, and therefore include a subset
of the graph only.

4.1.4 Paths RDFizer:

When the main algorithm 1 is terminated, all the paths are broken down into
triples by our path rdfizer algorithm. This is a simple mechanism, since in a
path every node is connected to other node through one hop, like a triple (i.e.,
T := (s; p; o)) and we break a path in such a way that every object o becomes
the subject s for a triple with the next connected node as object. For example,

a path (F→K→A), when triplified, will generate two triples: (i) F
p1−→ K, and

(ii) K
p3−→ A.

An excerpt shown in Listing 2 represents the RDFized (N-Triples) data for
partial paths p’ retrieved in Table 5.
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<http :// node−C> <http :// property−p6> <http :// node−D> .
<http :// node−A> <http :// property−p7> <http :// node−B> .
<http :// node−F> <http :// property−p4> <http :// node−G> .
<http :// node−F> <http :// property−p1> <http :// node−K> .
<http :// node−K> <http :// property−p3> <http :// node−A> .
<http :// node−D> <http :// property−p6> <http :// node−E> .
<http :// node−B> <http :// property−p7> <http :// node−E> .
<http :// node−B> <http :// property−p8> <http :// node−C> .
<http :// node−G> <http :// property−p5> <http :// node−A> .

Listing 2: N-Triples format of paths given in Table 4.

A local traversal algorithm (we presented in [61]) is executed on this temporary
graph Gtmp and all the complete paths p returned by this algorithm are added
into the solution set. In the end, the query shown in Listing 1 returns the
answer set [[Q]]D to the user with the K = 5 results.

4.2 Shared Algorithm

In the previous section, we explained that the DpcLD engine communicates
with a shared algorithm. This algorithm (Algorithm 2) is distributed and de-
ployed on remote SPARQL endpoints, to calculates the paths, either complete
P or partial P ′. It is implemented as a standard Breadth First Search (BFS)
process with some modifications.

Lines 1-4 are the inputs for the algorithm. At Line 6 a queue q of type
Tnode is initialised with the start node s. The Tnode object stores the triples
in a chain such that the predecessor of each current triple can be accessible.
At Line 6, the first time when Algorithm 2 is started, there will not be any
predecessor for the source node s. At Line 8 the current triple is pulled from
the queue q and at Lines 9-24 the algorithm traverses each vertex or the object
o of that particular triple. At Line 10, the algorithm checks and continues to
the next iteration if the object value of the current (s,p,o) triple is a literal or
is already visited. At Line 13, if the leading object value is the actual target
t, the algorithm adds it to the solution. At Line 15, the algorithm checks and
continues to the next iteration if the queue already contains this triple in any
of the triple’s predecessor or successor. Line 15 is an extra check which allows
only to store distinct paths and, therefore, restricts the unnecessary increase
in the queue size. At Line 17 the calculated paths P ′ are also stored into the
solution list. At Line 19, if the size of the solution list, which contains both
P and P ′, becomes greater than K, Algorithm 2 terminates and returns the
solution (i.e., complete P and partial P ′ paths) towards the DpcLD engine.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we explain the evaluation setup, the synthetic and real-world
datasets used, the queries and the results of our experiments.
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Algorithm 2: Algorithm to find K paths locally between source and
target datasets.

1 s← source ; /* source node */

2 t← target ; /* target node */

3 k← Kpaths ; /* search number of TopK paths */

4 D← G ; /* dataset */

5 sol← ∅ ; /* solution (retrieved properties) */

6 q← {Tnode(s, null, null)} ; /* initialise q with Object Tnode which can store

current triple(tp) and all its predecessors */

7 while q 6= ∅ do /* check until queue is empty */

8 tp← q.poll() /* take tp as current Tnode object */

9 for (tpi)
n
i=1 do /* iterate over each child for a specific triple object

*/

10 if (tp(o)i = literal) ∨ (isV isted(tp(o)i)) then /* move next */

11 continue;
12 if (tp(o)i = t) then
13 sol ← path(tp, tp(p; o)i) ; /* append tp(p; o) to the tp as a

complete path P */

14 else
15 if (q.contains(tpi) then /* move next if queue q already contains

this triple */

16 continue;
17 sol ← path(tp, tp(p; o)i) ; /* append tp(p; o) to the tp as a partial

path P′ */
18 q← q.add(tpi)
19 if sol.size ≥ K then
20 return sol;
21 end

22 end

23 end

5.1 Experimental Setup

In this section, we discuss the datasets, the set of path queries over the selected
datasets, the performance metrics we used in the evaluation, and the state-of-
the-art path finding systems over Linked Data, we used in our evaluation.

5.1.1 Datasets

We used both synthetic and real-world RDF datasets in our evaluation. The
synthetic datasets8 were selected from the ESWC-2016 shortest path find-
ing challenge and real − world datasets were selected from biological data9

provided by DisGeNET.

Datasets metrics. Before going in to the details, first we briefly explain the
different RDF datasets metrics that are important to be considered while de-
signing RDF benchmarking [15,58]. For each dataset, we present total triples,

8 https://bitbucket.org/ipapadakis/eswc2016-challenge/downloads/
9 http://rdf.disgenet.org/download/v5.0.0/
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subjects, predicates, objects, graph structuredness and the relationship spe-
cialty, explained as follow.

– Triple:
A triple is an atomic entity, which consists a set of three entities i.e.,
subject, predicate, object. We have defined a triple in Definition 1

– Data Structuredness: This metric measures how well the concepts or classes
(i.e., rdf:typ) are covered by different instances within the dataset. The
value of structuredness lies between [0,1], where 0 stands for lowest possible
structure and 1 indicates to a highest possible structured dataset. Duan et
al. [15] in their paper concluded that synthetic dataset are highly structured
in nature while real-world datasets’s structuredness varies from low to high,
covering the whole structuredess spectrum. Structuredness is considered
one of the important matircs for RDF dataset benchmarking [15,1,55,58].
We have defined structuredness in Section 10.

– Relationship Specialty: It is often that some attribute within a datset are
more common and have more associations with other resources. Moreover,
some attributes have more then one values, e.g., a person entity within
a dataset can have a multiple values for same property, for example, cell
phone or professional skills. The number of occurrence of a property associ-
ated with each resource provides useful information of an RDF graph struc-
ture, and make some resources distinguishable from others [52]. The rela-
tionship specialty is commonplace in real datasets. For instance, a movie
can be liked by several million people. Likewise, a research paper can be
cited in several hundred other research papers. Qiao et al. [52] suggested
that synthetic datasets are limited in how they reflect this relationship spe-
cialty. This could be due to the simulation of uniform relationship patterns
for all the resource, or a random relationship generation process. We have
defined relationship specialty in Definition 12.

Tables 6-8 show this statistical information both for synthetic and real-world
datasets used in our evaluation. In general, we can see a good variation in these
metrics, required for selecting RDF datasets for benchmarking [15,1,55,58].
However, as opposite to Duan et al. [15] conclusion, we can see that the struc-
tured values of the synthetic datasets are smaller as compared to real-world
datasets. This is due to the fact that we have partitioned the complete syn-
thetic dataset into 4 sub-datasets, therefore the completeness, structuredness,
and relationship specialty of these datasets are affected.

Synthetic Datasets: The ESWC-2016 shortest path finding challenge pro-
vides both training and evaluation datasets. The synthetic dataset comprises
of the information from DBPedia knowledge base which is built based on the
information extracted from Wikipedia. The benchmark is based on query-log
mining, clustering and SPARQL feature analysis 10 .

10 https://aksw.org/Projects/DBPSB.html
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– Training Dataset: The training data corresponds to the 10% transforma-
tion of the DBpedia SPARQL Benchmark [42] and comprises 9, 996, 907
triples, structuredness value with 0.445, and relationship specialty 874.491.
To evaluate our approach (i.e., in distributed settings), we divided this data
into 4 equal parts, producing 4 different graphs, based on the order in which
the triples were provided in the overall dataset. Based on our experience,
the 4 datasets represent a reasonable trade-off between the size of the in-
dividual graphs and the overhead generated by communication. Table 6
presents the statistics about this data.

– Evaluation Dataset: This dataset corresponds to 100% of the DBpedia
SPARQL Benchmark and comprises 124, 743, 858 triples, structuredness
value with 0.2695, and relationship specialty 1715.845. We also divided
this data into 4 different graphs. Table 7 presents statistics about the eval-
uation data.

Table 6: Training datasets statistics.

Dataset Triples Subject Predicates Objects Structuredness Specialty

TDataset1 2925457 313036 7109 639743 0.087 937.62
TDataset2 2296074 92078 8536 1100275 0 333.15
TDataset3 2347536 95619 8135 1124389 0 407.73
TDataset4 2427840 97422 8267 1150104 0 460.98

Table 7: Evaluation datasets statistics.

Dataset Triples Subject Predicates Objects Structuredness Specialty

EDataset1 30740699 680727 18541 10157624 0.35 13.76
EDataset2 31892427 723768 17001 9948302 0.33 1256.11
EDataset3 30687403 686672 14119 9318528 0.33 782.15
EDataset4 31423329 674252 14175 9665835 0.33 737.20

Real-world Datasets: As mentioned before, the real − world datasets are
chosen from our previous evaluation [41] and are provided by DisGeNET. Dis-
GeNET is a platform of datasets containing one of the largest publicly avail-
able collections of genes and variants associated with human diseases. The
datasets involved are: Disease, hpoClass, doClass, phenotype, Protein, Vari-
ant, Gene, and pantherClass. We chose these datasets because they are highly
interlinked and contain shared resources. The data comprises of 7, 265, 423
triples. Table 8 shows the statistics for each of the individual datasets.

5.1.2 Queries

Along with datasets, the ESWC-2016 shortest path finding challenge also pro-
vides four different path queries with different source and target and K values.
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Table 8: Real-world datasets statistics.

Dataset Triples Subject Predicates Objects Structuredness Specialty

Disease 738626 60130 12 489756 0.656 317.38
doClass 101 21 11 63 0.524 3.281
Gene 1056346 119522 12 834502 0.655 13536.64
hpoClass 253 36 11 151 0.717 4.48
pantherClass 272 40 9 123 0.760 5.65
Phenotype 83292 8441 8 66249 0.998 1014.12
Protein 160537 14635 8 117034 0.941 1939.11
Variant 5225996 708405 16 3628674 0.930 118.89

These queries are available from Task 111 of the challenge. In our evaluation,
we used these four queries. For the real-world data, we used the 12 path queries
used in the evaluation of our previous work [41]. These queries were carefully
chosen such that they show variation in terms of the number of possible paths
between source and target, the number of distributed datasets contributing
to the paths, and the length and complexity of the paths.

5.1.3 Evaluation Settings

In distributed computing, the network cost can be one of the key factors in
the performance evaluation. For this reason we used two evaluation settings
in our experiments:

– Remote Setting With Network Cost: To compare the distributed
path finding systems, we loaded each RDF dataset (i.e., synthetic, real-
world) into multiple Fuseki servers (version 1.3.0 2015-07-25T17) deployed
on different physical machines with the following specifications: Ubuntu
OS with 2.6GHz Intel Core i5 processors, 16GB 1600MHz DDR3 of RAM,
and 500GB of storage capacity hard disks. It is important to note that
each Fuseki server is integrated with our algorithm 2 and provides a pub-
lic SPARQL endpoint to be queried remotely using SPARQL over HTTP
requests.

– Local Setting With Negligible Network Cost: This represents the
same settings as above, except that the four instances of the Fuseki server
were started on the same machine with different ports for SPARQL end-
points. Since, all of the four instances of the Fuseki server were running on
the same machine, the network cost is negligible.

– Cache size: The configuration of the DpcLD allows to set the maximum
size of the cache depending on available RAM. We have set the cache limit
to 2GB in our evaluation setup to allow making the maximum use of the
memory available12.

11 https://bitbucket.org/ipapadakis/eswc2016-challenge
12 In our stress testing, for a highly complex path query with over 400K distributed paths,

the cache size reached 1.5GB.
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5.1.4 Comparison

We selected state-of-the-art RDF path finding techniques based on the fol-
lowing criteria: (1) open source and configurable13, (2) able to find K paths
in distributed RDF datasets, (3) scaleable to medium-large datasets, such as
DBpedia in our case, (4) no licensing issue of publishing benchmarking re-
sults, and (5) able to show/enumerate complete paths from source to target
node. Based on this criteria, we selected three – TPF [12], QPPDs [41], and
ESWC2016 Winner [25] – state-of-the-art approaches that are able to find K
paths in RDF datasets, which are loaded into triplestores with SPARQL end-
points. Table 9 shows the existing approaches including DpcLD that meet the
above selection criteria.

The performance metrics we used in our evaluation are: (1) the path com-
putation time (in seconds), and (2) the memory consumption during the paths
computation.

Table 9: Systems that support RDF and path queries

System
Support

Single-graph Distributed-graphs K-Paths

DpcLD 3 3 3
TPF [12] 3 3 3

QPPDs [41] 3 3 3
ESWC2016 winner [25] 3 7 3

5.2 Performance Analysis

In this section, we compare the runtime performance of DpcLD, both with
centralized and distributed path finding approaches for RDF datasets.

5.2.1 Comparison with Distributed Approach

As shown in Table 9, QPPDs and TPF are the two approaches that support
finding the K paths in distributed RDF datasets. We compared DpcLD on
exactly the same benchmarks used in the QPPDs and LDF evaluations.

DpcLD vs QPPDs In QPPDs’s evaluation, the aforementioned 8 real −
world datasets were used. Each dataset was loaded into a dedicated Fuseki
triplestore with a SPARQL endpoint. We used the same settings in both ap-
proaches. Figure 3 shows the runtime comparison of our approach with QPPDs

13 We have explicitly asked authors for the availability of their code and/or data used in
the evaluation
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on 12 benchmark queries. As an overall performance evaluation, our approach
is clearly faster than QPPDs on all of the 12 benchmark queries. The average
(over all 12 queries) runtime of DpcLD is 4.0 seconds, while QPPDs took 17.2
seconds on average, leading to a performance improvement of greater than
400%. The main reason for this performance improvement is the lesser num-
ber of distributed path requests sent by our approach compared to QPPDs.
Furthermore, DpcLD makes use of the cache to avoid sending duplicate re-
quests while that is not controlled in QPPDs. In Q1, Q4, Q9, and Q10, we
noticed that the results contain the large number of nodes connectivity (i.e.,
path hops, as well as high degrees for different nodes involved in those paths)
as compare to the other queries results. To process those paths, we observed
that the QPPDs sends more requests for such complex queries while on the
other hand, the DpcLD keeps record of visited nodes and does not send the
duplicate requests.
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Fig. 3: Response time per query with DpcLD vs. QPPDs.

DpcLD vs TPF We compared our approach to the results presented in the
paper about TPF [12]. To have a fair comparison, we used machines for DpcLD
with the same specifications as was used for the evaluation of TPF. Figure 4
depicts the comparison between DpcLD and the TPF approach in terms of
response time. We outperformed TPF by several orders of magnitude. In gen-
eral, the TPF servers only perform executing single triple patterns SPARQL
queries. The load of the query execution is distributed among TPF client and
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server, thus ensuring high availability with a slight performance loss. While on
the otherside, DpcLD does not allow to send the duplicates request and also
the aggregated results are returned from remote endpoints against each query
request which is not in the case of TPF. Therefore, DpcLD outperformed TPF
in several order of magnitudes.
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Fig. 4: Response time per query with DpcLD vs. TPF.

5.2.2 Comparison with centralised approaches

In this section, we compare our distributed DpcLD approach with a central-
ized path finding solution over RDF data. The goal of the comparison is to
show how DpcLD scales as compared to centralized solutions. To this end,
we compare DpcLD with the winner of the ESWC2016 challenge based on
the datasets and queries used in the ESWC2016 challenge, i.e, the synthetic
datasets (both training and evaluation) and the four queries Q1-Q4. We used
both of the aforementioned evaluation settings (i.e., remote and local settings).

Training data results Figure 5 shows the comparison of the ESWC2016 winner
with DpcLD when deployed both in local and remote settings. The results
clearly suggest that the centralized solution is much faster for smaller K val-
ues shown in all four queries Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4. On the other hand, the
performance of DpcLD is rather slow for smaller K. The reason DpcLD per-
forms slower with smaller K values is that it first collects the global partial
paths and then performs the local processing.

However, the performance of ESWC2016 winner significantly drops when
we increase the required K number of paths. This can be seen in Q1, Q2, Q3
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that when we increased theK beyond 50000, the performance of ESWC2016 winner
exponentially decreased. In Q4, we also noticed that the performance of ESWC2016 winner
dramatically decreased even before K = 30000. This was because some of the
nodes involved in the path processing were having high degrees, therefore
ESWC2016 winner occupied to much memory and this became performance
bottlneck for ESWC2016 winner. While, DpcLD scales better and perform
linearly as compared to ESWC2016 winner as we increase K.

The results also suggest that DpcLD is approximately 4 times slower in
remote settings as compared to the local settings. This means that network
costs play an important role in the performance of DpcLD.

The runtime performance results shown in Figure 5 are highly correlated to
the memory consumption by each of the systems shown in Figure 6. In general,
DpcLD consumes less memory resources when deployed in remote settings,
followed by DpcLD in local settings, and then ESWC2016 winner. The results
suggest that the significant performance drop in ESWC2016 winner is due to
the large amount of memory consumed, as we increase the value of K. On the
other hand, memory consumption in DpcLD is more controlled as compared
to ESWC2016 winner for large K values.
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drops when we increase the required K number of paths. On the other hands, the performance of
DpcLD is rather slow for smaller K. However, it scales better as compared to ESWC2016_winner
as we increase K. The reason DpcLD performs slower with the smaller K values is that it first
collects the partial paths and then perform the processing. The results also suggests that DpcLD
is approximately 4 times slower in remote settings as compared to the local settings. This means
that network costs play an important role in the performance of DpcLD.

The runtime performance results shown in Figure 7.6 are highly correlated to the mem-
ory consumption by each of the systems shown in Figure 7.7. In general, DpcLD consumes
less memory resources when deployed in remote settings, followed by DpcLD in local set-
tings, and then ESWC2016_winner. The results suggest that the significant performance drop
in ESWC2016_winner is due to the large amount of memory consumed, as we increase the value
of K. On the other hand, memory consumption in DpcLD is more controlled as compared to
ESWC2016_winner for large K values.
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Figure 7.5: Response time per query for DpcLD vs. ESWC2016_winner.

Fig. 5: Training datasets:- Response time per query (with different K paths)
for DpcLD vs. ESWC2016 winner.
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Figure 6 shows the memory consumed by each system. We noticed that Dp-
cLD in remote settings outperformed both DpcLD local and ESWC2016 winner
in all four queries. This was due to the path computation being distributed
on each remote machine instead of a single machine. In Q4 we also noticed
that DpcLD local unexpectedly used less memory when computing paths for
K >= 250 as opposite to the trending line (i.e., with the increase of K the
memory consumption should increase in theory). We concluded that the in-
ternal resource/memory allocation by CPU could be the reason.
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drops when we increase the required K number of paths. On the other hands, the performance of
DpcLD is rather slow for smaller K. However, it scales better as compared to ESWC2016_winner
as we increase K. The reason DpcLD performs slower with the smaller K values is that it first
collects the partial paths and then perform the processing. The results also suggests that DpcLD
is approximately 4 times slower in remote settings as compared to the local settings. This means
that network costs play an important role in the performance of DpcLD.

The runtime performance results shown in Figure 7.6 are highly correlated to the mem-
ory consumption by each of the systems shown in Figure 7.7. In general, DpcLD consumes
less memory resources when deployed in remote settings, followed by DpcLD in local set-
tings, and then ESWC2016_winner. The results suggest that the significant performance drop
in ESWC2016_winner is due to the large amount of memory consumed, as we increase the value
of K. On the other hand, memory consumption in DpcLD is more controlled as compared to
ESWC2016_winner for large K values.
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Figure 7.5: Response time per query for DpcLD vs. ESWC2016_winner.

Fig. 6: Training datasets:- Memory consumption per query (with different K
paths) for DpcLD vs. ESWC2016 winner.

Evaluation data results Figure 7 shows the runtime performance for the
bigger dataset (i.e, 100% DBpedia) as compared to the training dataset (i.e,
10% DBpedia). In general, it can be seen that the performance of ESWC2016 winner
degrades much faster, in all four queries, with the increase in values of K com-
pared to the training data. On the other hand, the performance graph of
DpcLD is almost linear with the increase of K value, confirming that DpcLD
scales better as compared to ESWC2016 winner. For Q1 we set the maximum
K = 400, 000, where ESWC2016 winner was only able to retrieve paths up
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to K = 250, 000. After that limit, it started sending out of memory excep-
tions. DpcLD, on the other hand, was able to retrieve paths to the maximum
K limit. For query Q2, it can be seen that DpcLD performed better than
ESWC2016 winner throughout from the minimum to the maximum values of
K. For queries Q3 and Q4, ESWC2016 winner outperformed DpcLD up to
a certain path limits (i.e, around K = 100, 000). However, it started send-
ing out of memory exceptions after that limit. DpcLD was able to retrieve
paths up to the highest tested values of K for both queries Q3 and Q4. The
results suggest that with huge volumes of data and higher K values, the al-
gorithms that work on a single graph may face performance issues or out of
memory exceptions. This comparison shows that DpcLD could be applicable
as an alternative choice to local traversal approaches when it comes to dealing
with large amount of data. Figure 8 shows the memory consumed by each
system over the evaluation data. In general, we noticed that DpcLD required
about 8 times less memory than ESWC2016 winner. As already mentioned,
ESWC2016 winner throws out-of-memory exceptions for Q1, Q3 and Q4 over
large values of K. This shows that DpcLD can be a good candidate when
finding paths over large distributed datasets using machines with low memory
resources.
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drops when we increase the required K number of paths. On the other hands, the performance of
DpcLD is rather slow for smaller K. However, it scales better as compared to ESWC2016_winner
as we increase K. The reason DpcLD performs slower with the smaller K values is that it first
collects the partial paths and then perform the processing. The results also suggests that DpcLD
is approximately 4 times slower in remote settings as compared to the local settings. This means
that network costs play an important role in the performance of DpcLD.

The runtime performance results shown in Figure 7.6 are highly correlated to the mem-
ory consumption by each of the systems shown in Figure 7.7. In general, DpcLD consumes
less memory resources when deployed in remote settings, followed by DpcLD in local set-
tings, and then ESWC2016_winner. The results suggest that the significant performance drop
in ESWC2016_winner is due to the large amount of memory consumed, as we increase the value
of K. On the other hand, memory consumption in DpcLD is more controlled as compared to
ESWC2016_winner for large K values.
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Figure 7.5: Response time per query for DpcLD vs. ESWC2016_winner.

Fig. 7: Evaluation datasets:- Response time per query (with different K paths)
over evaluation dataset for DpcLD vs. ESWC2016 winner.
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drops when we increase the required K number of paths. On the other hands, the performance of
DpcLD is rather slow for smaller K. However, it scales better as compared to ESWC2016_winner
as we increase K. The reason DpcLD performs slower with the smaller K values is that it first
collects the partial paths and then perform the processing. The results also suggests that DpcLD
is approximately 4 times slower in remote settings as compared to the local settings. This means
that network costs play an important role in the performance of DpcLD.

The runtime performance results shown in Figure 7.6 are highly correlated to the mem-
ory consumption by each of the systems shown in Figure 7.7. In general, DpcLD consumes
less memory resources when deployed in remote settings, followed by DpcLD in local set-
tings, and then ESWC2016_winner. The results suggest that the significant performance drop
in ESWC2016_winner is due to the large amount of memory consumed, as we increase the value
of K. On the other hand, memory consumption in DpcLD is more controlled as compared to
ESWC2016_winner for large K values.
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Figure 7.5: Response time per query for DpcLD vs. ESWC2016_winner.

Fig. 8: Evaluation datasets:- Memory consumption per query (with different
K paths) over evaluation dataset for DpcLD vs. ESWC2016 winner.

5.2.3 Scalability Analysis

We used the evaluation dataset to test the saclability of the proposed ap-
proach with respect to increasing number of partitions. For this purpose, we
distributed the data into 2, 4, 8, and 16 distributions. We executed the same
four queries that we previously used in the evaluation data. We wanted to
test the scalability, therefore, we selected the maximum K value of individual
query that is shown in Figure 8, i.e., for Q1 (K = 400000), Q2 (K = 50000),
Q3 (K = 150000), and Q4 (K = 200000). We used both local and remote
deployments explained in the previous section.

Figure 9 shows the response time for each query. As an overall scalability
analysis, for all queries, we were able to get the required K paths within a
reasonable amount of time (i.e. less than 10 minutes). In the local setting,
our approach response time is almost linear even with increasing number of
distributions. However for the remote setup, as expected, the response time
is slightly increased with increasing number of distributions. This is because
with more distributions the network cost was increased, and the response
time is around 30% increased with with doubling the number of partitions.
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For the local distributions setup, the increase in response time is marginal
with increasing the number of distributions as shown in Figure 9. Finally, as
we used synthetic data for partitioning and distribution, we noticed that with
the increase of partitioning, our experimental data started to become a kind
of random data as we discussed in section 5.2.4). This randomization of data
resulted into increase in communication cost. In contrast to the synthetic data,
the real-world datasets where each dataset represents a complete graph, our
approach was more scalable even for remote experiments as we discussed in
section 5.2.1 when we compared DpcLD with QPPDs.
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Fig. 9: Response time per query for different distributions

5.2.4 Randomized data and DpcLD performance

In this section, we show the result of testing DpcLD when the dataset is
randomly distributed, rather than being divided in the order provided. In the
original dataset, the triples are provided ordered by subject, meaning that
triples with the same subject are more likely to end up in the same partition.
The objective here is to show the extent of the impact of such a distribution
on the performance of DpcLD.

We randomized the training data using the shuf command14, partitioned it
as before, and loaded it into 4 remotely running Fuseki servers. This represents
an extreme case, unlikely to be encountered in practice, where triples are
distributed in a way that does not follow any specific pattern. It therefore
represents a “worst case scenario” for DpcLD, as a way of torture testing the
system.

Figure 10 shows the response time of DpcLD to compute answers for each
of the queries Q1-Q4 with the indicated K values on the training dataset
(10% DBpedia). Compared to the results obtained with the same K values as
depicted in Figure 4, the effect of random data distribution becomes obvious.
This emphasises how distributed approaches like DpcLD do rely on data being
distributed in a way that is meaningful and that supports balancing local

14 https://shapeshed.com/unix-shuf/
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and remote computations. It is worth mentioning here that QPPDs failed to
respond when tested on the same setting, and that results are not available
with randomised datasets for TPF.
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Fig. 10: Response time per query from DpcLD with randomized dataset.

6 Conclusion and Futurework

In this paper, we propose DpcLD, an engine for finding paths in distributed
RDF datasets exposed as SPARQL endpoints. DpcLD is an index-free ap-
proach and hence does not require any pre-computations like QPPDs [41] for
generating the index. Since DpcLD does not require an index, it has the ca-
pability of querying up-to-date data. DpcLD exploits and aggregates partial
paths within a distributed environment to retrieve the required K paths. We
used both synthetic and real-world datasets and compared the performance
of DpcLD with distributed and centralized path finding approaches over RDF
datasets. Furthermore, we used two different evaluation settings to measure
the effect of the network cost on the runtime performance. The results suggest
that DpcLD outperforms other distributed methods and scales better as com-
pared to the best centralized approach for path retrieval over RDF datasets.
The results suggest that DpcLD, when tested for local computation, could be
applicable as an alternate choice to local traversal approaches when it comes
to deal with large amounts of data with less memory.

Currently, the DpcLD engine communicates only with a “shared” algorithm
running on remote endpoints and answering local path queries. However, with
some modifications, databases that support SPARQL1.1 property paths (e.g.,
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Virtuoso, Blazegraph, etc) could be adapted to achieve the same results, reduc-
ing the need for a specific shared algorithm. The extent of those adaptations
and whether reference implementations could be provided for them is an in-
teresting area to further explore. We plan to test DpcLD over larger real-wolrd
datasets, e.g., bio2rdf. Finally, the current implementation of the DpcLD en-
gine navigates only reachability queries, i.e., arbitrary paths between source
and target. We plan to introduce the regex-based regular path queries.
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